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Details of Visit:

Author: Peter Pecker
Location 2: Crystal Palace
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 16 Sep 2010 16:30
Duration of Visit: 25mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 02084026449

The Premises:

Clean Basement flat in side road near to bus routes and train station. I was lucky to park just down
the street but another time could be difficult. Bedroom is small, but fit for purpose with a rather silly
double bed with a canopy. Lots of pictures on the walls of naked women, she males and erect men!

The Lady:

Very tall and leggy black amazonian woman in her mid to late 30's. Would have been a real stunner
in her 20's, but she is still very desirable. Two nice handfulls of bosom with organ stop nipples. Nice
curvaceous and smackable backside and nicely furry pussy. Friendly and accomodating nature.
Fees start at ?30, I paid her ?60 which was supposed to cover "all services" for 30 minutes

The Story:

After paying her the money I undressed and Naomi returned to the room asking if I would like her to
undress, Yes please! She disrobed to reveal those organ stop nipples and furry pussy but also that
she was carrying a little excess weight around her midrift.

We had plenty of foreplay with Naomi paying plenty of attention to all the requested bits! I did find
her rather passive having to ask her for all my wonts.

We started off full sex with Naomi on top demonstrating how well she could flex her pussy muscles
to massage Mr Pecker. We then moved on to doggy where I pumped away at that curvaceous
posterior taking a satisfyingly long time to reach a good climax.

I will recommend Naomi, my only reservations being that although "all services" were said to be on
offer, her "O" levels were covered and "A" levels would have been at extra cost.
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